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9A

Does the plan evaluate 
(estimates of or actual) 
generation from existing 
renewable energy generation 
in the municipality?

Middlesex: supplements out of date data in tables with data in the discussion from Energy Action Network's Energy 
Dashboard and Vermont Energy Atlas. Northfield: uses standard data from CVRPC analysis, supplemented by data 
from Energy Action Network's Community Energy Dashboard. No tables! Data are presented in sidebar graphs or in 
text discussion. Westford: Table 20 has renewable generation based on Community Energy Dashboard. St.J: first 
page says total renewable energy generation within town and percentage of total town use but no explanation of 
sources. pg 4 starts anaylsis of existing generation based on data provided by utilities (i.e. x% of electricity comes 
from GMP, they say X% of their power is hydro, etc.). Also does clear breakdown for thermal and transportation. pg 
9 starts with renewabl generation analysis. uses energy dashboard to find solar sites. Johnson: pg 9 uses community 
dashboard. Salisbury: pg 16 has a table. Fairlee: Yes RPC table on pg 75 Bethel: yes, has the table. Waterville: yes 
starting on pg 10

9B

Does the plan analyze 
generation potential, though 
the mapping exercise, to 
determine potential from 
preferred and potentially 
suitable areas in the 
municipality?

Middlesex: Standard RPC maps. Discussion (pg 31) references Regional constraints. Action items (pg 29 )are to do 
planning process to identify protected areas and preferred siting criteria. Northfield: uses standard CVRPC mapping, 
noting limitations from availability of 3-phase power. St. J. :uses maps from NVDA analyzing only prime areas and 
notes no known constraints (pg 18) has a table showing potential generation by type (residential, commercial). pg 
20-22 conveniently lists out statewide and regional potential constraints. pg 25 starts maps of prime sites for solar 
and wind that overlap with no known constraints. Johnson: town goes systematically by type (solar, wind, etc,) and 
explains total acres in prime and secondary that's estimated to be avialbe. Salisbury: Local known and possible 
constraint maps available from the town (not in the plan?). Fairlee: There's a map and estimated generation 
potential but I don't see the comparison to preferred sites pg 75-76. Bethel: doesn't thoroughly compare preferred 
and potentially suitable. rooftop (small portion of what the town would need) vs everything not facing north 
without a natural resource constraint (50 times what the town would need), lots of wind potential in prime wildlife 
habitat. Waterville: Yes, though I don't see a breakdown of preferred sites



9C

Does the plan identify 
sufficient land in the 
municipality for renewable 
energy development to 
reasonably reach 2050 targets 
for renewable electric 
generation, based on 
population and energy 
resource potential (from 
potential resources identified 
in the Mapping exercise, 
below), accounting for the fact 
that land may not be available 
due to private property 

Middlesex: Yes. See Table 12 (pg 19) in Middlesex Energy Plan; also discussion on pg 32. Plan also discusses issues 
related to adequate transmission capacity (pg 2). Northfield: Uses standard data from CVRPC to demonstrate ability 
to meet renewable energy targets. Westford: Table 27 shows acreage needed to meet targets for wind and solar 
generation, based on mapping. St.J: town estimates potential for 75 times the target MWh (pg 18) but doesn't 
explicitly mention private property or grid constraints. Johnson estimates 166 acres of land needed(pg 10). 
Salisbury: yes way more than they need. Fairlee: Does not take private property constraints into consideration, very 
poor quality map pg 82. Bethel: Does not parse out how much of the 50x excess is subject to constraints.Waterville: 
yes but doesn't pull out private property constraints

9D

Does the plan ensure that any 
local constraints (locally 
designated resources or critical 
resources, from 12B and 12C 
under Mapping) do not 
prohibit or have the effect of 
prohibiting the provision of 
sufficient renewable energy to 
meet state, regional, or 
municipal targets?

Middlesex: Discussion on pg 32 demonstrates tha there is more than enough land area for renewable development 
to meet targets. Northfield: See matrix pg B4. Westford: Uses state and regional constraints. Considers two state 
possible constraints to be local known constraints (flood hazard areas and deer wintering areas).St J. no, town 
meets 75 times the generation targets while accounting for all constraints. estimates "estimate assumes no locally 
designated restraints, which may reduce generation capacity." (18) Johnson: plan lists reasons why renewables 
would be challenging - upward pressure on rate payers, need for transmission facilities to upgrade (pg 9). Unclear if 
the plan for renewable siting meets the targets. Salisbury: says that since generation potential is significantly higher 
than target they have the leeway to be selective and can prohibit commercial and industrial wind in certain areas. 
Fairlee: not explicitly but potential generation is many thousands time greater than use so they're probably ok. 
Bethel: "The Town supports the placement of new generation and transmission facilities on top of existing
buildings, on landfills, on brownfields outside of the village center, on reclaimed quarries or gravel pits,
or on sites that were previously covered by structures or impervious cover. The Town, by joint letter of
the Planning Commission and Selectboard, may designate a site as preferred if it is not visible in the
growing season from town or state highways, is not actively in agriculture, and is not part of a priority or
high priority forest block or habitat connector." so I'd say no. Waterville: No, very prescriptive pgs 1-2, 13-14 and 
doesn't show how this this impacts generation goals.



9E

Does the plan include 
statements of policy to 
accompany maps (could 
include general siting 
guidelines), including 
statements of policy to 
accompany any preferred, 
potential, and unsuitable areas 
for siting generation (see 11 
and 12 under Mapping, 
below)?

Middlesex: No specific policy statements developed; relying on state and regional preferred, possible and 
unsuitable sites. Action item to developlocal policy statements. Northfield: Clear siting guidelines in Fig 39 (pg 41). 
Westford: Siting guidelines on pg 67-68. St. J. Yes accompanies statewide and regional constraints with specific 
prferred or unsuitable locations e.g. "Maintain Rural Lands on hillsides and along roadsides outside the compact 
villages while developing business within the Designated Downtown, Industrial Park, and proposed village centers of 
East St. Johnsbury and St. Johnsbury Center." pg 21-22. Also has a few sentences of policy saying biomass and wind 
generation are contentious so they would prefer or emphasize solar and methane. Johnson - yes, pg 10, planning 
commission and conservation comission indicated prefer siting on the maps. "The integrity and function of Highest 
Priority forest blocks should not be compromised by energy development or associated infrastructure." (11). PG 12-
13 also provides very specific list of where things should not be sites (on certain ridgelines, near certain vernal pools 
etc.) Local constraints rely on interior forestry and connectivity blocks. pg14-16 specific additional list of policies 
(e.g. ground below solar should be planted with pollinator-friendy seed mixes). Salibury: "Given the availability of 
appropriate sites, as defined by its siting standards, Salisbury has chosen to prohibit commercial or industrial scale 
solar generation from its Otter Creek, Lowland/Upland and Forest Regions. Salisbury’s land use plan for each of 
these Regions severely restricts all types of commercial activities within these land use Regions to support forest 
integrity, wildlife travel corridors, bat and other endangered wildlife habitat and migratory bird flyways." (17) LOTS 
of policy and guidance starting on page 33. Fairlee: They have a map and some general statements but working with 
the PC to determine actual preferred sites is listed as an action item. Bethel: super prescriptive!? see exerpt above, 
no map illustrating preferred siting constraints. Waterville: Yes fairly prescriptive

9F

Does the plan maximize the 
potential for renewable 
generation on preferred 
locations (such as the 
categories outlined under 11E 
[Municipal Standard 12E] in the 
Mapping standards)?

Middlesex: Not clear how this standard is met. Northfield: Not clear how this standard is met. Westford: Not clear 
how this standard is met.StJ: Plan adds very few additional local constraints? could that be considered maximizing 
potential? Not explicit on how renewable is encouraged at these sites. Promote municipal led objectives, such as 
energy efficiency standards when considering applications for tax stabilization and other incentives, encouraging net 
zero construction of new buildings in the town.● Iden fy resources and maintain a database of funding programs 
and partners that can assist with conversion of electrical systems, eatherization, and thermal heat switching for 
homes, properties, and businesses ● Leverage crea ve financing op ons for residents and property owners to make 
upgrades in electrical systems, weatherization, and thermal heat switching (13). Johnson: "The Town should 
develop an ordinance for municipal screening of commercial/utility scale energy projects to address aesthetic 
concerns." (16) so.. not super supportive? Salisbury: not sure? Fairlee: hasn't worked with PC to determine 
preferred locations yet, beyond the map analysis. Bethel: Not clear. Waterville: has an energy coordinator to help 
facilitate new projects?



9G

(Municipalities Only) Does the 
plan demonstrate the 
(municipality’s leadership by 
example with respect to the 
deployment of renewable 
energy?

Middlesex: Not clear how this standard is met. Northfield: Matrix says town meets this with carbon footprint 
analysis in purchasing. Nothing about leading efforts to deploy renewable generation. Westford: See Goals and 
Objectives (pg 66++) Pretty weak. Meeting through public education, studies, "consider investment in..." St J. 
completely silent on municipal leadership in generation? just talks about eadership in EE in buildings and 
transportation. Johnson: all heating and transportation fuels used by the Town and the Village are petroleum-based. 
Plan just encourages considering better options when the time comes for equipment and building upgrades (pg 2). 
weak recommendations at the end like "Explore the feasibility of municipally/utility owned or 
neighborhood/community solar cooperatives in Johnson." (pg 15) Salisbury: not really pretty weak "Encourage the 
use of renewable energy production in town buildings, the school and residences a. Investigate and support the 
installation of additional municipal solar and/or wind net-metering facilities that are compliant with the standards 
enumerated in this plan to off-set municipal electric use." on final few pages of document. Fairlee: minimal page 32 - 
weatherization. Bethel: Minimal, recommends the town conduct energy audits on town buildings. Waterville: 
minimal - explore roof top solar on municipal buildings, explore a park and ride.


